
Elite Security Services Announces Enhancement of their Home Security Systems 

Packages by Addition of Remote Keychain Device.     

 

Elite Security Services continues to improve their home security systems packages with 

the introduction of advanced remote keychain control equipment. The company is a 

leading domestic security service provider in Canada and the United States. This recently 

included device is now being offered with all three packages of the company. 

 

The home security systems users of Elite Security Services would now be able to enjoy 

the benefits of a sophisticated remote keychain device. This new equipment is now 

available with all the domestic security packages offered by Elite Security Services. The 

name of Elite Security Services needs no introduction now in America and Canada. They 

have made phenomenal progress in the last few months to become one the most trusted 

names in the industry. Their low cost domestic security plans are now extremely popular 

in the industry. This tiny device resembles a car remote control in shape and size and has 

extraordinary benefits.  

 

This keychain device makes it amazingly easy to regulate the home security systems. 

The users can activate or deactivate the security systems from the yard, or from their car, 

using this device.  The control panel of this device also has a highly useful panic button 

that can help users connect promptly to emergency assistance in the event of a medical 

emergency or burglar attack. While introducing this device, the company owner Mr. Paul 

Shakuri said, "This remote control has been added to make it easier for our customers to 

handle their security system. This small device has startling features". Mr. Shakuri is a 

seasoned security industry expert with a wealth of experience and knowledge. 

 

Elite Security Services offers a host of advanced security devices in all their packages for 

an affordable price. Their basic home security systems package has a monthly rental of 

only $35.99 per month. The two other plans are priced at $40.99 and $44.99 per month. 

The company also offers highly efficient installation service for home security systems 

for a price of $99 only. The customers can also avail free next day installation service for 

no extra expense. The introduction of the remote control keychain is expected to boost 

the already impressive market position of Elite Security Services.    

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-8452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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